
                                         MORE ON Q PRIMES                        
 
In several earlier notes we have shown that all primes 5 and above can be represented as N=6n±1. We 
call those numbers among these for which n yields a prime the Q Primes. These form the class of all 
primes starting with Q= 5,7,11,13, etc . Unfortunately not all numbers of the form N are Q Primes with 
the number of composites increasing rapidly with increasing value of the number N. Some examples of 
non-prime 6n±1 are 25, 187, and  253  among an infinite set of others. It is our purpose here to 
determine the conditions for which N=6n±1 can be guaranteed to be prime. 
 
Our starting point is to write down the first 50 positive integers in ascending order. This set reads- 
 
[1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 
38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50] 
 
Next we keep only those numbers which are divisible by 6n-1 or 6n+1 This eliminates all even integers 
and also about a third of all odd numbers. It leaves us with the set- 
 
[5 7 11 13 17 19 23 25 29 31 35 37 41 43 47 49] 
 
You will notice that some of these numbers are divisible by a lower prime such as the numbers 25=5x5, 
35=5x7, and 49=7x7. Eliminating these we are left with- 
 
[5 7 11 13 17 19 23 29 31 37 41 43 47] 
 
These constitute what we call the Q Primes in the range 5≤N≤50. They may be conveniently separated 
into the 6n-1 and 6n+1 groups- 
 
                Q-=[5 11 17 23 29 41 47]  and  Q+=[7 13 19 31 37 43] 
 
Where neighboring values differ by multiples of six. Using our earlier defined concept of an Integer 
Spiral, we can graph these two Q prime groups as shown in the following figure- 



                   
 
That is, we have a hexagonal spiral whose vertexes are defined in polar coordinates as r=N and θ=Nπ/3 
and on which the Q primes lie along two radial lines. The integers lying along the other radial lines 
passing through the spiral vertexes must be composite numbers. In terms of modular arithmetic we can 
say that the primes Q+= 7,13,19,31 have the property that N mod (6)=1 and that the primes Q-=5,11,17, 
23, 29  satisfy N mod (6)=5. An odd number such as N=4528973567919 can not be a prime since a 
mod(6) operation produces 3 which means it must lie along the negative x axis in the above diagram and 
hence not be part of a Q group.  
 
Historically there are two important prime number generators which form sub-classes of the Q Primes. 
These are the Mersenne Primes and Fermat Primes defined as- 
 

 12,...127,31,712 2n

FandprimeaispwhereM p 5, 17, 257,… where n=1, 2, 3,.. 
 
Looking at the above graph, it is clear that all Mersenne Primes have the form 6n+1 and hence lie along 
the θ=π/3 radial line and have their mod (6) operation equal to 1. Thus- 
 
      261 -1=2305843009213693951 is a Mersenne Prime with  (261 -1) mod (6)=1.    
 
The Fermat Primes( of which there are just four known) lie along the radial line θ=-π/3 and are 
characterized by having  F mod (6)=5. For n≥5 Fermat’s conjecture that F is prime for all n has been 
shown to be wrong. The first person to prove that N=232 +1 is composite was Leonard Euler.  
 



We can formalize the procedure for testing whether or not a number N ( with N mod (6) equal to 1 or 5) 
is prime by noting that N/abs[(6k+1)] will not divide exactly when the integer k is taken over the range  
-sqrt(N)/6<k<sqrt(N)/6, neglecting the integer solution at k=0. Should an exact division be possible then 
we are dealing with a composite number represented by the product of two or more primes. 
 
Let us consider several examples. Start with the simple case of- 
 
                                               N=2047=6(341)+1 
 
 If we run the MAPLE search program- 
 
                       for k from  -7 to  7 do {k, evalf(2047/abs(6*k+1))}od; 
 
we find the first integer output – 
 
                           {k, evalf(2047/abs(6k+1))}=  {-4, 89} 
 
This says that k=-4 produces the factor [6(4)-1]=23 with the other factor being=89, so that 2047=89 x 23 
and N is thus composite. 
 
Often a number N will consist of more than just the product of two primes . For example, the number 
N=7 x7 x 7=6(57)+1 has three terms in its composite form. How does one handle things under these 
conditions? The answer is one treats N as the product of just two numbers of the form 6n±1. Thus we 
can treat  the four prime product p x q x r x s as [ 6n±1]=p x q and [6m±1]=r x s  and then breakup the 
product by the above procedure. A good example is the number N=5x11x7x13=5005=6(834)+1=55 x 
91. Aplying our one line computer program withN=5005, we find- 
 
                                    {k, 5005/(6k+1), 5005/(6k-1)}={1, 715, 1001} 
 
The indicated factors of 715 and 1001 show N to be composite. The program also indicates other factors 
including 455, 385, 143, 91, and 77. Anyone of these is sufficient to show that 5005 is composite.  
 
 
If a number is prime , then  N/abs(6k+1)   will yield no integer values for –sqrt(N)/6≤k≤ sqrt(N)/6. An 
example is N=3449=6(575)-1. Checking out the two quotients in the range -9≤  k≤9, we find no exact  
divisions . Hence 3449 is a Q Prime. Recall that here abs(k)<sqrt(3449)/6=9.788. 
 
Take next the larger number N=1767163=6(294527)+1. Dividing N by abs(6k+1) for -222<k<222 we 
find the first integer value for k=-23 yielding 1767163/[6(23)-1)=12899.Thus this number is composite 
having 137 and 12899 as its two prime factors. 
 
Also we can look at the Fermat number N=232+1=4294967297=6(715827883)-1 which Euler first 
proved to be composite. It has the quotient N/(6k-1)=6700417 occurring at k=107. Hence- 
 
                                         67004176411232 x  
 



We were lucky(as was Euler) that it took just 107 divisions to achieve this result considering that 
kmax≈sqrt(N)/6=10923. 
 
 
                         
Summarizing , we have that  N=6n±1- 
 
 

[1]-Is a  Q Prime if N/abs(6k+1)  does not yield an integer solution in the range  
-sqrt(N)/6≤k≤sqrt(N)/6, k=0 excluded. 
 

 
[2]- Is a composite number if {N/abs(6n+1)} has one or more integer values  in the k range 
        -sqrt(N)/6≤k≤sqrt(N)/6, again not counting k=0. 

 
These results very nicely show why, in the above graph, there are gaps along the radial lines for  Q 
Primes at 25=4(6)+1=5x5  and at 35=6(6)-1=5x7. 
 
Using the above rules, I leave it to the reader to prove that N=36152239 is a 6n+1 composite equal to the 
prime number product 4663 x 7753 while N=7407457 is a 6n+1 Q Prime.  
 
Since most canned mathematics programs such as MAPLE or Mathematica have built in probabilistic 
programs for determining whether or not a number is prime, one can often skip the above procedure and 
simply ask if the number N=6n±1 is prime. We have shown earlier that a quick way to generate very 
large primes is to use combinations  of the irrational numbers such as e  or π to generate large random 
numbers which can then be adjusted to yield a desired Q Prime. As an example, it took us just five 
minutes to generate and show via electronic computer that the following 95 digit long numbers are Q 
Primes- 
 
N=6[exp(1) x 1095+5]-1=  
 
163096909707542714121617248281159749865434825621997574498018057663444597821212855674 
 
282930711541 
 
and 
 
M=6[π x 1095 +12]+1= 
 
188495559215387594307758602996770173051830163962506349258496675538468984377172539917 
 
682089520599 
 
Performing a mod (6) operation shows that N mod (6)=5   and M mod(6) =1 so that these two numbers 
will lie on the diagonal in the 4th quadrant and the 1st quadrant, respectively. 
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